LEARNING NUMBER WORDS IN SPANISH

Write the Spanish number word for each question below.

Choices are: uno-one  siete-seven
dos-two  ocho-eight
tres-three nueve-nine
cuatro-four diez-ten
cinco-five once-eleven
seis-six doce-twelve

1. *Diez* plus *uno* is __________.
2. My hand has __________ fingers (*dedos*).
3. A pair of *maracas* is _______ *maracas*.
4. There are _______ eggs (*huevos*) in a dozen.
5. There are __________ strings on a *guitar* (*guitarra*).
6. We have (*Tenemos*) _______ cars in our family.
7. There are __________ chairs at my *table* (*mesa*).
8. *Cuatro* plus (*y*) *cuatro* is ____________.
9. One *foot* (*pie*) has _________ toes.
10. *Cinco* plus *cinco* is _____________.
11. There are ___________ wheels on a *car* (*carro*).
12. There are __________ wheels (*ruedas*) on a tricycle.
13. A *cat* (*gato*) has __________lives.
14. You have ________ nose (*nariz*) on your face.
15. There are __________ days in the week (*dias en la semana*).

*Answers for questions 6 and 7 will vary.*
Answers

1. once
2. cinco
3. dos
4. doce
5. seis
6. answers will vary
7. answers will vary
8. ocho
9. cinco
10. diez
11. cuatro
12. tres
13. nueve
14. una (for uno + feminine for la nariz)
15. siete